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I. TNTR~DUCTI~N 
1. MOTIVATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
The CalderonZygmund theory of singular integral operators was 
carried over to the vector-valued setting by several authors, but we have 
been especially influenced in writing this paper by the work of Benedek, 
Calderon, and Panzone [2]. They considered convolution operators map- 
ping A-valued functions into B-valued ones (where A, B are Banach 
spaces), namely 
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with the kernel K(x) taking values in the space Y(A, B). In spite of the 
broad generality that this allows, the aforementioned authors applied the 
results only to the case: A = Complex numbers, B = Hilbert space. The 
effect was that classical Littlewood-Paley operators could be viewed as vec- 
tor-valued singular integrals falling under the scope of the powerful 
Calderon-Zygmund methods. 
This paper is essentially an updated review of [2] with two major aims: 
First, some new developments (BMO, atoms, weights, etc.) are incor- 
porated into the vector-valued setting, and operators defined by “variable 
kernels” 
V(x) = JR. Wl Y) .f(.Y) & (1.2) 
are also considered. Second, we look for wider applications, including 
maximal operators (which arise from Y-valued kernels) and Kvalued 
extensions of them whose estimates can be translated (via the general 
results of [22]) into information about weighted norm inequalities. The 
paper grew out of the second author’s thesis [25], and some of the results 
have appeared in [23, 241, but this is the first systematic presentation of 
our joint work, where sharper forms of the general theorems as well as new 
applications are included. 
For the sake of clarity, we have first considered the case of translation- 
invariant operators (like (1.1)) in Part II, while in Part III we deal with the 
more general case (1.2). In each of these parts, the first section contains the 
general statements, whose proofs (which are only adaptations of the 
corresponding results for scalar functions) we include in Part IV, for com- 
pleteness. The interest of the paper, however, lies in the applications given 
in the remaining sections of Parts II and III. Among them, we can mention 
the inequalities 
(1.3) 
(1 <p, q < cc)), which were shown to hold for the Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal operator in [ 111. When one looks at them properly, such 
inequalities turn out to be consequences of the results in [2 J, and we prove 
in II.2 that they are also true for a wider class of maximal operators 
including those considered in [32], dyadic maximal spherical means [28] 
or maximal functions along curves [29]. Some applications are also given 
to maximal singular integral operators in 11.4. 
Various estimates for partial sum operators are obtained. In 11.3, we deal 
with quadratic expressions involving partial sums, and prove some old and 
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new results for these quadratic operators. In 111.2, we consider instead 
Carleson’s maximal operator [7], obtaining the pointwise estimate 
cs*f,“b) 6 CA, +,f(.u) (&>O). (1.4) 
It is also shown that the “adjoint” of S* is of weak type (1, 1) with respect 
to the measure U(X) ci.u for every weight w in the class A 1. 
Finally, some results for (UMD) (or [-convex; see the definition below) 
Banach spaces are proved in 111.3. One of them is the generalization of the 
inequality ( 1.3) for A4f = S*f= Carleson’s operator (see [20] ) to the case 
where 1“ is replaced by a Banach space BE UMD with unconditional basis. 
2. SOME NOTATION AND PREVIOUS FACTS 
Given a Banach space B, we denote by L;= L;(R”), p < co, the 
BochnerrLebesgue space consisting of all B-valued (strongly) measurable 
functions f defined in R” such that 
When B is the scalar field, we simply write Lp and 11. II,,. Similarly, the 
space WLP,= weak-L; is formed by all B-valued functions,fsuch that 
Il,fll uzrg=sup t /{xER”: ll,f(.u)llB> t}l’ “< 1%. 
I>0 
When Lebesgue measure is replaced by H(X) cl.u (for some positive weight u 
in R”) we denote the corresponding spaces by L;(w) and WL;(w). For 
p = a, no reference to the measure is needed, and we simply write L”(B) 
for the space of all f such that 
1I.f II ,T(B,=esssu~ ll.f(-~)llB< x 
and L:(B) for the space of all compactly supported members of L’(B). 
2.1. DEFINITION. For a locally integrable B-valued function ,fi we define 
the maximal functions 
and 
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where Q stands for an arbitrary cube in R” and Jp is the average off over 
Q (which is an element of B). 
Observe that f # is the sharp maximal function introduced in [ 121, M, J 
is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and M, f is (if we use the 
usual convention in the definition) the constant function with 
llfll L'(B). In terms of (.)“, we define the space 
BMO(B) = (f E G,c,,: Ilf Ilmm,~, = llf # II x < ~0 >. 
Given a B-valued function h we 
defined by llf II B t-y)= Ilf (.x)ll B, and 
the scalar case 
(Ilfll.,"(.~, d 2f*b) and 
obtain a nonnegative function llfl\ B 
it is important to observe that, as in 
ll(llf lle)ll BMO G 2 ilf 11 BMO(Hb. (2.2) 
value 
2.3. DEFINITION. A B-atom is a function a E L”‘(B) supported in a cube 
Q and such that 
ll4-~)ll.6 l/lQl, s a(x) Ax = 0 Q 
and the space Hh(R”) is, as usual, the subspace of Lk(R”) formed by all 
functions 
f(x)= 1 +7,(x); (I",) E I' 
aj B-atoms with llfll H; = inf Cj I AjI. 
For simplicity, we have only considered ( 1, cc )-atoms, since this will suf- 
fice for our purposes. If we identify in BMO( B) the constant functions with 
0 (so as to make it a Banach space), we have the isometric imbedding 
(Hi)* c BMO(B*), (2.4) 
for every B. 
The proof is straightforward, and we actually have an identity if B is 
reflexive (more generally, if B* has the Radon-Nikodym property). 
What is the relationship between Hh and Riesz transforms? We must 
point out, first, that Riesz transforms are not defined in L$ for an arbitrary 
Banach space B. However, we have 
2.5. THEOREM. The .following conditions on the Bum& space B are 
equioalen t: 
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(i) For some p, 1 < p < nj, the Riesz tranJforms 
ure u,ell defined tf‘f E L”, and 11 R,,f /I L; 6 C,, I/f II ,,‘a. 
(ii) The preceding statement holds,fiw all p, 1 <p < ~1, and R, is also 
hounded,from Lk to WLL. 
(iii) B is I-corwex, which meuns that there e.uists a symmetric hicorwe.u 
function <(a, b) on B x B such that ((0, 0) > 0 and [(a, b) 6 Ila + bll B when 
IlalIBG 16 llhllB. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is contained in [2] (it also follows from 
our results in Part 11). The implication (iii) 5 (i) is proved in [S], and the 
converse is a consequence of [3]. i-convex spaces are also called UMD 
spaces, since (iii) is necessary and sufficient for the unconditionality of mar- 
tingale differences in L;, 1 <p < w. 
2.6. THEOREM. Given BE UMD we have 
H;(R”)= jf’c Lb I R,fe L;, j= 1, 2,..., n ’ 1 
and 
Itf‘ll H; - i 1lRj.f II L; (with R,f=f). 
, = 0 
This was pointed out to us by J. Garcia Cuerva. We do not include the 
proof here since it consists essentially in a repetition of the arguments for 
the scalar case, taking into account (2.5) and the facts that UMD spaces 
are reflexive and 
Finally, our weights U’(X) will be in Muckenhoupt’s classes A,, [S], or, 
more generally, we shall also consider the following 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let j” be a number A b 1, 
(i) Given p, 1 <p <I.‘, we shall say that a btleight w belongs to A; if 
there exists u constant C such that 
where Q stunds jkw an arbitrary cube in R”. 
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(ii) We shall say that w  E At if there is a constant C such that 
M,(wi)(x) 6 Co”(x), a.e. x, 
where M, is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. 
Observe that AA coincides with Muckenhoupt’s class A,,. 
The following duality property holds. 
~EA~~u~~‘I~EA~,,~., i>,l, 1 <p<%‘. (2.8) 
The classes A; were considered in [ 181 and we shall list here some of its 
properties. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let J. 2 1, 1 <p < 1’. Zf w  E Ai, then w  E A;’ for all 
i,<l and there exists 6>0 such that w~Ai whenp-6<q<p+6. 
We omit the proof of this proposition, which is an easy consequence 
either of Holder’s inequality or of the reverse Holder inequality for 
Muckenhoupt’s class A,. 
II. SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS OF 
CONVOLUTION TYPE 
1. GENERAL RESULTS 
The kernels to be considered here are strongly measurable functions 
K(x) defined in R” and with values in the space Y(A, B) of all bounded 
linear operators from A to B, provided with the operator norm 
II. II = II II iP(A,B,. We suppose that IlK( is locally integrable away from 
the origin, and that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
1.1. DEFINITION. Given 1 6 r < co, we say that K satisfies the condition 
(D,), and write KE (D,), if there exists a sequence { ck )p=, such that 
,g, ck = D,(K) < a 
and, for all k > 1 and y E R”, 
I 
IIK(x-y)-K(x)II’dx “‘$c, Is,(lyl)(-I”‘, 
.%(l?l) 
where S,( jyl) denotes the spherical shell 2k I y( < (xl < 2” + ’ ) yj. 
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When I = co, this must be understood in the usual way, and it is easy to 
check that KG(L),) if 11X(x-y)-K(x)(l <C 1~~1 .~1 --nP’, whenever 
1x1 > 2 1 yl. On the other hand, KE (0,) is the familiar Hormander con- 
dition 
J liK(.u-y)-K(x)11 dx<D,(K)<cc (4’ E R”). IUI > Z/VI 
In the scalar case, a typical example of a kernel satisfying (D,) is 
K(x) = Q(x’) JxIPn, with 52 homogeneous of degree zero verifying an L’- 
Dini condition: Jh o,(6) 6- ’ d8 < a (where o,( .) denotes the L’-modulus 
of continuity of Sz over the unit sphere). 
1.2. DEFINITION. A linear operator T mapping A-valued functions into 
B-valued functions is called a singular integral operator (of convolution 
type) if the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) T is a bounded operator from LYq(R”) to L;(F) for some q, 
l<q<KJ. 
(ii) There exists a kernel K E (0, ) such that 
for every f E L; with compact support and for a.e. x $ supp( f ). 
Now we can state the main result for these operators: 
1.3. THEOREM. Let T be a singular operator. Then T can be extended to 
an operator defined in all LT~, 1 < p < cc, and sati.$~Gng 
(a) IITfllL;~C, ML; (1 <P<cxl) 
(b) II VII w,>; 6 C Il.fll L; 6 C Ilf‘ll L: 
(~1 IITfll,,I,~~llfll~I, 
(d) II~fII~~~~~,~~lIflI~~,~~ (fEL:tA)). 
Moreover, IY the kernel of T ver@es (D,), 1 6 r < CO, then 
(e) (Tf)#(x) d C,M,,f‘(xu) u-EL,“(A)). 
Observe that (d) corresponds to the case r = 1 of (e). On the other hand, 
if KE (D,), then (e) gives 
(Tf)“(x)cCcM,+,f(-y) 
for arbitrary E > 0, but the corresponding result for E = 0 fails (see [9]). 
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Apart from the indicated subindices, the constants appearing in the 
theorem depend only on D,(K) (D,(K) in (e)) and on the norm of T as an 
operator from L; to LyB. 
Given a singular integral operator T, a new operator 7 mapping I”(A)- 
valued functions into I”(B)-valued functions (where s is fixed, 1 < s < cc ) 
can be defined as 
Then T is bounded from L;;,,, to L;,(,, and the kernel associated to it is 
K(X) = K(x) 0 Id, so that II@x)ll = l\K(x)ll and D,(E) = D,(K). In par- 
ticular, F is a new singular integral operator, and we have 
1.4. COROLLARY. If T is a singular integral operator mapping A-valued 
functions into B-valued ones, then, for all 1 <s < CO, 
(l<P<ocl) 
In statements (c’) and (d’) we need to use 1.2.6. and 1.2.2., respectively. 
Since the operator T is translation invariant, inequality (a’) implies by a 
well-known procedure (see [2, 13)) that T is also bounded from 
L,;p(Rk x R”-k) to L;p(Rk x R”- k), 1 d k < n, and an induction argument 
extends this to the following 
1.5. COROLLARY. Every singular integral operator is bounded from the 
mixed norm space Lz(R”) to L:(R”), where P=(p,,pz,...,pn) and 
1 <Pi< CO. 
Concerning weighted norm inequalities, we can state our second basic 
theorem 
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1.6. THEOREM. Let T be a singular integral operator Mith kernel 
KE (D,), where 1 < r < cc. Then, ,for all 1 <s < CO, the weighted inequalities 
hold !f u, E A,,,, and r’ < p < 1x;, or if )i’ E Ai und 1 < p 6 r. Likw,ise, tf 
We’ E A , , then the weak type inequality, 
When KE (D,), one uses the fact that rt’ E A,, * M’ E A,, I: and the l‘- 
valued inequalities are obtained in LP(,r’), if \I’ E A,,, 1 <p < X, and from 
L’(w) to weak-L’(w) if MJEA,. 
Finally, the following weak variant of Theorem 1.3 is worth mentioning. 
It was essentially noted in [2, 191, and its proof is a repetition of the first 
half of the proof in 1.3. 
1.7. THEOREM. Suppose that T: L 5 + L; is u bounded linear operutor 
(for some q < CC ) associated to a kernel K(s) (in the sense qf 1.2( ii ) ), kchich 
satisfies 
i‘ II(K(.u-y)-K(s)).all.c~.~6C Ilall.,, Irl>Q 
for ull y E R” and u E A. Then T extends to a bounded operator from L ‘, to 
WLL, ,from Hf, to LI, and,from LI; to L$ if 1 < p 6 q. 
Even though the proofs (to be given in Part IV) are for R”, it is a simple 
matter to observe that all the results stated here carry over to the more 
general setting of spaces of homogeneous type, in the sense of [lo]. This 
includes in particular the case of R” provided with nonisotropic dilations 
and with a “norm function” 1.1 (instead of Euclidean norm) associated to 
these dilations [29]. 
2. MAXIMAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, the general results just stated are applied to IT-valued 
kernels. Given a function 0 E L’(R”), we consider the approximation of the 
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identity (@,), , O, where Q,(X) = t-“@(x/t), and the associated maximal 
operator 
M,fb) = sup I@r *f(x)l. 
r>o 
Since Qj, *f(x) depends continuously on t, it suffices to consider only 
rational values of t, and then, M, can be viewed as a linear operator tak- 
ing the complex-valued function f(x) into the la-valued function 
(@, *f(x)),,,. Such an operator certainly satisfies 1.2(i) with q = co, while 
for its kernel K(x) = (Q,(x)), , o to satisfy (O,), it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
s 
sup I@,(x -y) - @,(x)1 dx < c (Y E R”). VI 
I-~l>2lYl r>o 
This is F. Zo’s condition, and we can now state 
2.1. THEOREM. If @E L’(R”) satisfies (Z), then M, is a bounded 
operator from L’ to WL’, from H’ to L’ and from Lp to itself, 1 < p < CO. 
Furthermore, it satisfies the vector-valued inequalities 
(l<P<W) 
for all 1 -C s < co, and also the mixed norm estimates 
(e) llM,f II L’(R”) d c, IIf I/ LP(R”) 
with P= (p,,p2 ,..., p,), 1 <p, < co. 
Having in mind the previous remarks, all these statements are con- 
sequences of Theorem 1.3 and Corollaries 1.4 (observe that now 
A = @E (UMD)) and 1.5. 
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that @ E L’( R”) and verijies 
I@(x-y)-@(x)1 <c lyj 1x-+ when 1x1 > 2 ),v 
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(w)hich is a stronger condition than (Z)). Then, for ever)* w E A,, 1 <p < m*;, 
and,for all 1 < s < cc, the inequalit? 
holds and similarly, if w E A, and 1 < s < X, \ve have 
This follows from Theorem 1.6, since the condition imposed on @ implies 
,@,(A-I))- Q,(x), d c I!‘, I-r, -n-’ 
for all t > 0 and 1x1 > 2 IJ?(, and this is equivalent to the (D, )-condition for 
the kernel K(x) = (Q,(X)), , 0 E I”. 
Observe that (a’) and (b’) imply in particular that M, is of strong type 
(p, p) with respect to w E A, if p > 1, and of weak type (1, 1) with respect to 
all WE A,. It is also important to point out that the inequalities (a), (b), 
(a’), or (b’) for the operator M, imply that the same inequality is verified 
by M, provided that Iq(.x)l d Q(x). In particular, we can take 
cp(x)=xU(x), with U being the unit ball centered at 0, so that 
M, = Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and @E Y( R”) positive and 
such that a(x) 3 1 when x E U. Thus, we get 
2.3. COROLLARY. The inequalities (a’) and (b’) of the preceding theorem 
are also ver$ed when M, is the HardwLittlewood maximal operator. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 unify and generalize various results due to Feffer- 
man and Stein [ 111, F. Zo [32], and Andersen and John [ 11. 
Let us now turn to another maximal operator which does not follow 
under the scope of Theorem 2.1, but for which some vector-valued 
inequalities can nevertheless be obtained. This is the dyadic version of 
Stein’s maximal spherical means (see [28]) 
.1 ‘f‘(x) = sup 1 f (s - 2 -‘y’) du( y’) dc( y’) , 
Xt7 !>.‘I = 1 
which is defined for f E ,Y(R”), n > 2, but since it satisfies the a priori 
estimates jlA*f II,, < C, IlfilP, 1 <p d x, it can be extended as a bounded 
operator in L”. p > 1 (see [6] ). 
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2.4. THEOREM. The vector-valued inequalities 
hold for all s, p with 1 < s, p < cc,, and all ,f; E L”( R”), n 3 2. 
Proof We shall write ,V/‘: L”(f) + L”(P) to indicate that the inequality 
mentioned above holds. Now, following [28], we introduce for each com- 
plex number c1 with Re(cc) > (1 - n)/2 the multiplier 
(where J, are the Bessel functions, with /II E @, Re(/I) > - f), and the 
maximal operator 
LI‘“f=sup I(.f(i’)m,(2--“i”)J “1 (fEY(R”)). 
ktZ 
For Re(cr) > 0, m,(t) is the Fourier transform of an integrable kernel 
~a(.~)=r(~)~‘max(l-I.ul’,O)“~‘, so that 
L+‘y(,K) = sup I@;,. * f(.u)l. 
kt% 
Now, it is easy to verify that 
I I@“(.K-h- @“(x)1 d.u6 C, IhIRe”) 
and so, we can prove condition (Z) for the sequence of dyadic dilates of 
@“, since 
d c, c (2-k IyIp=(~‘<Cj. 
2k2 11.1 
Thus, we obtain a satisfactory result when Re(a) > 0: 
-4‘“: L”(P) + L”(P), 1 <p,s< s; Re(cc)>O. 
On the other hand, we must prove that 
I6 =: L2( 12) + L2( 12), I --II Re(r) > r, 
(*) 
(**I 
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which, of course, is equivalent to saying that c 1‘” is bounded in L’. In prov- 
ing this, matters are not changed if we subtract from m, a %P function 
with compact support, so as to make it vanish at 5 =O. The modified 
function 65, satisfies 
with a = Re(cr) + (n - 1)/2 > 0, and both inequalities together imply 
and therefore, Ck II(f((;) 1?~,(2~~<))” 11; < Cz ilfli~. Thus, (**) follows, and 
the theorem is proved by analytic interpolation between (*) and (**), since 
c? = m, and N”f= -4 3 The technical details which legitimate the use of the 
interpolation theorem (linearization, keeping track of the growth of the 
norms, etc.) are exactly as in [28, 291. 1 
For the L”-inequalities, the same technique was successfully applied in 
[29] to other operators, i.e., writing the given operator T as the limit point 
(z = 0) of an analytic family of convolution operators T” (Re(a) > 0) falling 
under the scope of F. Zo’s theorem, and such that, for --a < Re(r) < 0 it is 
possible to define an analytic continuation of T” bounded in L’. This was 
done with the maximal operator and the Hilbert transform 
along a curve y= (y(t)),,, which is well curved (see [29] for the 
definition) and such that r(O) = 0. It is clear that our method can also be 
applied here (with the only change having nonisotropic dilations and norm 
in R”) and yields: 
2.5. THEOREM. The vector-valued inequalities of Theorem 2.4 are also 
ver$ed by the operators Cl(, and X,: w,hen ‘J is a well-curved curve in R” with 
y(0) = 0. 
We mention that the operators ,t-, c K, and 3, are also bounded in the 
mixed norm spaces LP(R”), P = (p,, p? ,..., p,), 1 <p, < co. 
If we take into account the equivalence between weigted and 
vector-valued inequalities as stated in [22], we find that, although a 
characterization of the weights associated to the operators described in 
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this section is not known, we can predict that they will behave like A, 
weights in some sense. To be precise: 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let T be any of the operators M,, N, JY?, or 3, 
described in 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5, and let p be fixed, 1 < p < CD. Then, for ever? 
UELq,, 1 <q < co, there exists UE LY, such that I( UIl, d I/u/ly and 
j I Tfb)lp 4x1 dx 6 C,,, j If(x)1 FJ U(x) d-x. 
Likewise, for every v E L’, , p -* 1 < r < cci, there exists VE L; such that 
II VII r B II 0 II r and 
j ITf(.x)l” V(x)-’ dx< C,,, j If(x v(x)-’ d.x. 
In the case of M,, further results corresponding to the extreme case 
u E Lp ~ ’ can be obtained by using the inequality 2.1 (b ) (as was done in 
[21] for the ordinary maximal function) but we shall not pursue this mat- 
ter here. 
Finally, we wish to observe that Theorem 2.1 holds for the maximal 
function corresponding to an arbitrary family of kernels (not necessarily 
obtained as dilations of a fixed function), provided that condition (Z) is 
verified for that family. In particular, we have the following application. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let k(x) be a locally integrable function in R”- (0) 
which satisfies 
(4 I,, ,‘, <Zr IWI dx< C for all r > 0, 
(b) L”l Ik(x--y-k(x)1 d-xdC forallyER”. 
Then, the maximal operator 
J&If(x)= sup j Ik(y)l I.fb-~11 4 r>o r<lyl<?r 
is bounded in L*(R”), 1 <p < co, and of weak type (1, 1). 
Let us point out that, when [k(x)1 - 1x1 -n, then A is essentially the Har- 
dy-Littlewood maximal operator. 
The corollary is a consequence of the following simple lemma. 
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2.8. LEMMA. If k satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) above, and zj”q is a 
@’ function in R” such that V&.x) has compact support, then the family of 
kernefs (E,(x))~,~= (k(x) (P(x/~)),,, satisfies Zo’s condition (Z). 
Proof. cp is a bounded function and, when l.Yl > 2 Id> 
Icp(x-,I,) - q(x)1 6 C I>~l/lsl. Thus 
Jk”,(x -y) - &(x)1 < Ilcpll x Ik(x -y) - k(x)1 + C lk(x)I i 
and therefore 
I sup I&(x-~) - k”&x)l d-x I-X > 21!/ 8 
2-” lk(x)I dx 
Now, to prove the corollary, we take cp as in the lemma and such that 
supp(cp)c {x: I< 1x1 64); q(x) = 1 when 1 < 1.~1 < 2. 
Then, the functions E&(.x) = k(x) (p(x/u/6) h ave uniformly bounded L’-norms, 
so that the operator 
is bounded in L”(R”). By the previous lemma and Theorem 2.1, it is also 
bounded in all LP(R”), 1 <p < ‘x), and of weak type (1, 1). Finally, we 
oberve that di’f (x) < d?f (x). 
3. LITTLEWOOD-PALEY OPERATORS 
Let {I), = {Z,),Ezu {-Z,],EZ, with I,= [2’, 2’+‘), be the family of all 
dyadic intervals in R, and consider the Littlewood-Paley operator 
! 
1,‘2 
where f E LP(R), 1 <p < cc, and S, stands for the partial sum operator 
cwr =h,. 
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3.1. THEOREM. The operator A is bounded in Lp(w) for ever-v weight 
U’E A,, 1 <p < co, and for arbitrary functions fk, it sutisfies the inequalities 
where 1 <p, q< co, and 
where 1 < q < CC and? stands for the Hilbert transform off: 
Proof: It suffices to estimate the operator A+ corresponding to the 
intervals {ZjijEz. Take KEY such that g(l)=1 when FEZ, and 
e(O) = 0. Then, cpj(x) = 2j(p(2’x) satisfies G(t) = 1 when < EZ,. We denote 
B = 1’ and consider the three bounded operators 
T: L’+ L;, Tf=(Vj*f)jcz 
H: L; + L;, H((f;fi)j,,)= (.$)j,, 
and 
s: L; -+ L;, m&z) = (&,fi),d. 
Then, A+f(x)= IIS(Tf NxNB, and we only have to estimate T and S. 
Now, T is given by the kernel K(x) = (cp,(x)),, z E B, which satisfies (D, ) 
(as a trivial computation shows). Thus, T maps Lp(w) boundedly into 
LP,( w ) if w  E A,, 1 < p < co. Similarly, H maps LP,( w ) to itself for the same p 
and M’, because its kernel is (l/xx) Id,E (D,). By the well-known identity 
relating partial sum operators and the Hilbert transform (see, e.g., [27]), 
estimates for S and H turn out to be equivalent. This proves the first asser- 
tion of the theorem. 
The proof of (b) requires the following boundedness properties of T 
and S, 
and 
where Fk = (f:),,, E Lh for each k > 1. The first one is a consequence of 
1.4(c’). The second one is again equivalent to the same inequality for the 
operator H (instead of S), which is true due to 1.4(b’). 
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In (a), matters are easily reduced, by a standard duality argument [27], 
to the last inequality, which can be proved exactly as in part (b), or can 
also be derived from the weighted estimates for A (see [20]). 1 
The weighted Lp estimates for A were first obtained by Kurtz 1171. We 
have included them here simply because they seem to appear quite 
naturally from the vector-valued setting. If we apply the results of [22] to 
the vector-valued inequalities (a), we do not obtain anything which is not 
already contained in the A,-weighted inequalities for A. However, from (b) 
we can derive the following sharp weighted estimate in the limiting case 
p= 1: 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let 1 <q < m, and let u(s) > 0 he given such that 
SK u(x) py”y d.u < m. [fp < q’/q, then kce call associate to u(s) some v(s) > 0 
such that D(S) mmp E L”O,(R) and 
j” 
R 
(Aj-(x))“u(-K) d.x< C<, j (/j‘(.u)~“+ I.f(.xW’) u(x) d-y 
,for eoery f jbr nthich the right-hand side is finite. 
Proof Let Z, = [j, j + I), Jo Z, and consider the subspace S c L’(R) 
consisting of all thosefwith suppfc [0, x’)), so that \.r(s)\ = \f(.u)\ iffe S. 
Then 
for all fk E S and 0 < s < 1. If we apply Theorem B of [22] (which is also 
true for operators defined in a subspace of some L’-space) we obtain U,(X) 
supported in Z, such that 
j” (4f(.~))” U/(-Y) d.x < Cc,,yj” I.f(x)l” u(x) d.v U-E S) 
‘I R 
and u/(x))’ E L”(Z,) with p = s/(q - s) (arbitrarily close to I/(q - 1) = q’/q 
when s becomes close to 1). Defining 
we obtain an analogous inequality with the left-hand side integral extended 
over all R. Finally, if f is such that IfI + IfI E Ly(u) c L’(R) (by Holder’s 
inequality and the condition on u(x)), then we simply apply the inequality 
already proved to the function f+ ATE S. 1 
It is important to point out that the inequality of the last corollary no 
longer holds if we drop the term 1.71 from the right-hand side, since an 
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estimate of this kind would imply, by well-known techniques, the a.e. con- 
vergence of lacunary partial sums of Fourier series for every fE L’, a result 
which is known to be false (see [33]). The case q = 2 of the preceding 
corollary was obtained in [25] by a different method. 
Turning to another application of 12-valued singular integrals, we find 
the following characterization of H’(R) by means of square functions: 
3.3. THEOREM. Let cp E Y(R”) be such that 
(a) wp (@)c {<ER”: $G ItI 62) 
(b) G(4)= 1 in a neighbourhood of 15 1 = 1 
(c) c @(2-~‘5) = 1 for all i’ # 0. 
/EZ 
Then, a function f E L’(R”) belongs to H’(R”) if and on/v if the function 
C&z I’pi *f(412P2 is integrable, where cp,(x) = 2j”(p(2j.x). Moreover, we 
have the inequalities 
c-’ llfll HI d ~~(~~l~j*fl’)‘2~~I~cllfll~1~ 
Proof. The second inequality is a consequence of Theorem 1.3, since 
Tf=(Vj*f)j,, is an /‘-valued singular integral operator (which has 
already appeared in the proof of 3.1), and the same theorem also proves 
that 
II(cP, * g)jtAIBMO(PI 6 C IId 7~ t!TELF). (3.4) 
On the other hand, it is well known (and simple to prove) that, if 
$EY(R”) is another function with supp($)c (t:&<lrl 62}, then 
with C, independent of J: Thus, given f E L’(R”) and denoting by g an 
arbitrary compactly supported function such that II gll ,x, < 1, 
Ilf II, = SUP jf (x) g(x) dx 
R 
<C i 
IK 
C IRi(Pj*f)12 
i=O .I 1 
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(we have used (3.4) and, for the second equality, the property (c) of cp). If 
we apply this result to each of the Riesz transforms Rkf, 0 6 k <n (with 
R, = Identity), it follows that 
and we need only appeal to (3.5) with $ = R,R,q. 1 
A similar proof works for some other different characterizatons of 
H’(R”) by means of quadratic expressions. Let us just mention one of 
them: If R, denotes the Riesz transform in the direction of the unit vector 
U, i.e., (R,f)^(4)= i(5.u) 151 P’,f(O, then a functionfeL’(R”) belongs to 
H’(R”) is and only if 
1 {I 
R” lul = 1 
,R,,f(.u)l’dcr(,,i”‘dx< cc 
and the left-hand side defines a norm equivalent to llfli H,. 
4. APPLICATION TO CLASSICAL SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
We consider now an ordinary singular integral operator 
where k E L:,,(R” - { 0 > ) and satisfies the standard conditions 
(a) /r,,~,,,2, LW)l d-.u<C (O<r< [xi) 
Ik(.x-y)-k(x)/ d.ub C (YE R”) 
Then T can be defined in all P(R”), p 3 1, but in order to study the 
existence of the principal value integral at almost every point, one is led to 
considering the maximal operator 
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It is known (see [19]) that T, is bounded in LP(R”), 1 <p < co, and of 
weak type (1, 1). What we wish to point out here is that T, is itself a vec- 
tor-valued singular integral operator. First, we define the smooth trun- 
cations 
where cp is a Y(’ function in R” such that x(.~:,.~,~~~ <~<x~,.,,,~,~. For all 
practical purposes, it is equivalent to estimate T, f  or T,,f= SUP~,~ 1 T,fl, 
since 
I T,:f(x) - ~J(x)l d .h’f(.u). 
where ,K is the maximal operator defined in (2.7) in terms of the kernel k. 
On the other hand. we can look at 
as an P-valued convolution operator whose kernel K(X) = 
(4-x) d-4~)),>o satisfies (0,) (i.e., Zo’s condition) as we have seen in 
Lemma 2.8. Except for some details which the reader will easily supply, we 
have essentially proved the following: 
4.1. THEOREM. Suppose chat we know that I/ T,f’ll,, d C Ilfll, for some p 
(this is actually true, and it is usually proved by means of a pointw?se 
majorization of T, f  in terms of Tf and some appropriate maximal~function; 
see [9, 19, 271). Then T, is a bounded operator from Ly to itse&; 1 < q < m, 
from L’ to WL’, ,from H’ to L’ and from L,” to BMO. Moreover, all the 
estimates (a)-(e) of Theorem 2.1 hold for T,. 
Now, we turn to some applications of vector-valued singular integral 
operators in the weak sense of 1.7. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let (k,);,,,, be a sequence of standard singular integral 
kernels, i.e., ki E Y’( R”) and 
Ik,(x-y)-k,(x)1 d,x<C 
> 21 1.1 
with C independent of j. If T*f (x) = sup, Jk, *f (x)1 is a bounded operator in 
LP(R”) for some p, then 
IIT:fII,~C, Ilfll, (PdcJ<~) 
II T*f II BMO 6 c llf II % (f E L:- ). 
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ProojI The kernel K(x) = (k,(~)),,,~ ~1” = (I’)* defines a bounded 
linear operator 
W(.fi),,.,v)(-~) = 2 k, *.f,(.u) 
from L”‘(I’) to L”‘. On the other hand, for every sequence E. = (I,!) E I’. the 
kernel 
K;(x) = K(.K) E. = 1 E,,k,(s) 
satisfies (0,) with D,(K,) < C 113./l I. Thus, Theorem 1.7 applies to the effect 
that 
and the two inequalities to be proved are equivalent to these inequalities by 
duality. 1 
In our next result, we consider homogeneous singular integral operators. 
Recall that, given Q(.u’) integrable over the unit sphere and with mean 
value 0, the (distribution) kernel k(.u) =p .P. (R(.u’) J.YI~“) has bounded 
Fourier transform 
llcr,=j Q(.K’) h;(s’) dcJ(s’), 
11.‘1= I 
where h&s’) = (-ni/2){sign(<. x’) + log 14’. .I?( 1 (see 1273). Moreover, the 
L’-modulus of continuity of .Q is defined as 
01,(Q; f) = sup 
s 
lL?(px’) - .Q(s’)l dO(.K’), 
I,‘1 SI /\‘I = 1 
where p denotes an arbitrary rotation and IpI = 11~ -III. Then, the Dini 
condition sh to,(Q; t) t ’ dt < TJ implies that k E (D,), and therefore, 
Tf = k *,f is a singular integral operator. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let jQ, jit N he a sequence qfjirnctions defined in the unit 
sphere ?f R” and satisjjing 
(a) j Q,(.K’) du(s’) = 0 (j6 N) 
lb) 1 Q,(x’) Q,(s’) do(u’) = 0 Ci#k, 
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(C) 1 Il2j(X')l* dO(X') < 1 (jEN) 
(d) j-’ CO,&?,; t) t-r dr=c, (iEN). 
0 
If T,f=(p91d2j(x’) 1x1~“)*f are the corresponding singular integral 
operators, then 
Proof We must first prove the inequality for p = 2. By Plancherel’s 
theorem, this is equivalent to ~jlL,(5)1*<C (PER”), where 
k, = p. II. (Qj(x’) lxl~~“). Now, according to the identity previously dis- 
played and Bessel’s inequality, 
< 
I 
jh&x’)l* do(x’) = C’ (independent of 4). 
We shall consider the dual operator U((fi)jtN) = xj T,f;, which, by 
what we have already proved, is bounded from L*(I*) to L*. A fortiori, it 
will be bounded from Li to L2, where B = I’( { c,}), i.e., 
A=(,lj)itN: II&=cc, 13L,l <cc: 
i 
If we consider, for each x, the kernel K(.u) = (kj(x)),, ,,, as a linear 
functional on B, we see that 
K(x). A= c /i$,(x’) 1x1 --n = Q,(x’) /XI ~-n. 
Then, ~2, has mean value zero over the unit sphere, and 
s 
’ O,(Sr,; t) t-‘dt~C I~jl c,= lIi”ll, 
0 I 
so that 
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for all 2 E B and y E R”. Therefore, Theorem 1.7 gives 
u: L:, + WL’. 
Interpolating between this and the L’-estimate, we obtain, for all 1 <p < 2, 
and the result stated in the theorem is exactly the dual of this 
inequality. fl 
If we take, for instance, k,(x) = r ‘eijH, where s= re’“E R2 and 
je Z - {O}, then the inequality of Theorem 4.3 holds with (; = log (1 + 1 jl). 
The last two theorems are given merely as samples of how the weak version 
of vector-valued singular integral operators provided by 1.7 can be applied. 
Another result in the same spirit is given below, in 111.2.4(b). 
Finally, we mention that, for an operator Tf = (p u. Q(Y) Ix1 -“) *f 
with 52 satisfying an L’-Dini condition, the inequalities 
hold for all 1 <s < CC provided that either M’E Apir., with r’<p < cn, or 
w E A;’ , with 1 <p < r, and the corresponding weak type inequality holds if 
p = 1 and OVA E A,. 
This is a particular case of Theorem 1.6, corresponding to A = B = @, 
and it generalizes the results of [ I] (where the case r = CC is considered) 
and [ 183, where the weighted (non-vector-valued) inequalities were 
obtained. 
III. OPERATORS WITH VARIABLE KERNELS 
1. GENERAL RESULTS 
Here we consider kernels K(.u, y) with values in d%(A, B) such that for 
every x E R, the function IIK(.u, )\I is locally integrable away from x, and 
therefore, the operator 
is well defined for every compactly supported .fE LL(R”) and for a.e. 
x-$SUPP(f). 
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1.1. DEFINITION. Given 1 d r 6 co, we say that K satisfies (D,) if there 
exists a sequence {ck}p= 1 E 1’ such that 
for all k 3 1 and I’, z E R”, where 
Sk(y,z)={x:2kI?,-LI<I.u-,-I~2k+’ I-v-ZI). 
We say that K satisfies (D:) if K/(x, J)) = K(J), X) satisfies (D,). 
Observe that the condition (D, ) is now verified if 
I~K(X,J’)-K(x,z)lI <c\y-ZI Ix--z1 n-’ 
(whenever (X - zI > 2 1.~ - zI ). When K(u, -y) is complex-valued, these are 
sometimes called Calderon-Zygmund kernels [9, 161). 
The translation invariant case considered in Part II corresponds to ker- 
nels K(x, .v)=k(x-y), and in this case, it is obvious that 
In the following theorems, we shall always assume that we are given a 
bounded linear operator T: L;(R”) -+ LyB( R”), for some fixed q with 
1 <q d aj, which is associated to a kernel K(x, ?I) as in the above formula. 
1.2. THEOREM. I” K satisfies (D,), then T can be extended to an operator 
defined in Lr;, 1 <p 6 q, and satisfying 
(a) lITfIlL; C, ll.fll.~ (1 <p6q) 
(b) II rfll It.L; 6 C llfll L; 
Cc) IImLr,= II&I,. 
Moreover, if K E (D,) with 1 < r < CO, then the weighted inequalit? 
holds when 1 <p < a = min(q, r) and M’ E A;‘, while for w(x)” E A, the weak 
type inequalitJ1 
(e) M’((s: lITf(x)ll.> 2)) d C,.iLp’ 1 IIf(.x)llA w(x) d-x 
holds. 
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1.3. THEOREM. If K satisfies (D’,). then T can he extended to an operator 
defined in Ls , q 6 p < co, and satisfying 
(4 IITfll.~~ C, IlflL~ (46P<~xr 
(b) ll?‘fll BMO(B) d c Ikfil 1.‘,.4) (fE L:- (A 1). 
Moreover, if K E (DL) with 1 < r < cx, and /I = max(q, r’), then 
Cc) KfPWdCMI,fW (.fE L: (A 1) 
and as a sequence, T verifies the weighted inequality (d) of the previous 
theorem when fi -C p < cc and w E ApIll. 
The reader will easily find the statements corresponding to the cases 
(Y = cc (in 1.2) and fi = 1 (in ( 1.3) by using the known properties of A,- 
weights. 
By the same observation made for the convolution case (before 
Corollary 1.4, in Part II) we can obtain here some p-valued extensions of 
the preceding inequalities: 
1.4. COROLLARY. Zf K E (D , ), then the, following inequalities hold: 
(a) I!(: llrf,lli)““~~p~ C,,, ~I(: Il./,:)’ /p 
for 1 <p<s<q. Also, for 1 <s<q, we haae 
On the other hand, (a) holds for q d s 6 p < cx if K E (D’, ). 
/‘-valued estimates of types H’ -+ L’ (if KE (D, )) and Lo< -+ BMO (if 
KE D’,) can also be formulated exactly as in II. 1.4. 
2. PARTIAL SUM OPERATORS 
Consider a homogeneous function of degree 0 in R”, Q(X) = a(.\-‘), which 
we assume to be of class V’” outside the origin and satisfying the can- 
cellation property I,\-,, =, Q(x’) da(Y) = 0. 
For each 5 E R”, we define the kernel k<(y) = e’“‘; “Q( ~3’) IJ’I -“, and the 
corresponding operator 
T;f(x)=p.u. jk,(s-y).f(y)dJ, 
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Then, T,, is a classical singular integral operator, and (r,fj = 
IT,(r--““‘;’ ‘f)l, so that all T, are bounded operators in LP(R”), 1 <p < co. 
A much deeper result is actually true (see [30]): 
where 
II T*fll, G C, Ilfll, (l<p<m), 
T*f(x) = sup I T;f(x)l. 
When n = 1 and Q(y) = (l/rc) sign (y), then T, = H (Hilbert transform) and 
the partial sum operators can be expressed in terms of { TrjrGR: For each 
interval I= [a, b] 
S,f(x) = j,!(t) e2rrrl-‘c d<=& (Tbf(x)- Tuf(x)). 
In this case, T* is Carleson’s maximal operator (see [7, 143) and 
S*f(x) = sup, ls,f(~)l 6 T*f(x). W e can now formulate some new results 
for these operators. 
2.1. THEOREM. T* is a bounded linear operator from L,” to BMO, and 
more precisely, for every E > 0, there exists C, > 0 such that 
(a) (T*f )#(x) d C,M, +,f(x) (f E LF). 
Moreover, for all p with 1 <p < x and all w E A, 
(b) SR”T*/.(\-)l’~‘(.~)dx~C~.,~jlf(\-)I~~I(\.)dx. 
Proqf: If suffices to consider < = (4 i , t2,..,, 4,) with rational coordinates. 
Then, the operator U: Lp( R”) -+ Lg(R”) defined by the kernel 
satisfies II Uf (x)lls = T*f (x), so that it is bounded in all Lp, 1 <p < CZI. On 
the other hand, if Ix--z1 22 Iy-zl, 
llK(J’, x)-K(z, x)lle= &#(y-x)-k,(z-x)1 
<Cly-;I I.Y-zl-n-l. 
Thus, KE (D’,) and Theorem 1.3 applies for arbitrary p > 1. Since 
(T*f)” <2(Uf)#, the estimte (a) follows. If 1 <p < m, the inequality (b) 
also follows for every w E lJg, , AplB = A,,. m 
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2.2. Remarks. The weighted inequalities 2.1(b) were obtained in [ 151 
for the case II = 1 (Carleson’s operator): their proof is based on good-l. 
inequalities, and can be adapted to the n-dimensional operators discussed 
here. Inequality 2.1(a) is new, and it would be very interesting to have a 
relatively simple proof of it without using the Carleson-Hunt theorem. The 
estimate (a) holds actually for every f E L”, 1 + E dp d zc (provided that we 
define T,: L’ + BMO in the usual way, as in [ 12,9], and thus T*f’makes 
sense for all f E L “‘). There is a curious aspect which is perhaps worth men- 
tioning (in the case n = 1 for simplicity): If we write 
then we have proved that Uf (x) = (Uf'(x)),, o E BMO(IX ) when f E Lx, 
and in particular, we know the following obvious fact: 
II Urfll BMO 6 c ii.fii IL (uniformly in r). 
However, this is no longer true for (T,f(,y)),,p, since, defining 
f,(y) = ezXirYsign (u), one obtains 
This shows that, even though, for LP-estimates, the operators T* and S* 
are equivalent, they are no longer so for L’ + BMO estimates, and it is 
not known whether S* maps L” to BMO or not. 
The next theorem deals with the dual estimates. We formulate it only in 
dimension n = 1, with H denoting the Hilbert transform: 
2.3. THEOREM. Zf w E A,, then for arbitrary functions fi E L’(w) and num- 
bers rj E R, ule haae 
d C,,,i-‘c j If,(x)1 u’(s)dx. 
I R 
Likewise, if 1 < p < co and w E A,, then 
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Proof: Let B = I’, and define U: LpB -+ Lp by 
U((fi)it N) = 1 e2”+Hf.(x) 
(we can start with the dense subspace of L$ consisting of all sequences 
(f;)jt N with a finite number of nonvanishing components, in order to avoid 
convergence problems). Then, if 1 <p < co 
II u((.Ijfi)je N)llp = sup C [ e2”‘r1-Y&(x) g(x) dx 
llgllp = 1 , 
= sup C jf,C.*, L,g(x) d.x 
Y i 
bsy~?‘!~l/,b)l) T*g(x)dx 
G c,, ,I&;. N I, L$. 
Thus, U is bounded in Lp for every 1 <p < ‘x), and it is given by the kernel 
Since 
IIfq& Y) - w, ~)llP- d 
2 Iv-=1 
n I.Y-Z12 
(if l.x-zI 32 Iy-zl) 
we know that KE (D,,) and we can apply Theorem 1.2 with arbitrarily 
large a < co. In particular, (a) holds for every w  such that w1 +’ E A, for 
some E > 0, which is equivalent to u’ E A,. Also, since w  E A, +. u’ E AL +’ for 
some E > 0, we obtain (b). 1 
2.4. COROLLARY. For ever-v sequence { I,}jE ,,, qf intervals in R, the par- 
tial sum operators S, satisfy 
Moreover, if the intervals are disjoint, then 
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Proof If Ij = [a,, b,], and we are given the functions f, E L’, we define 
g,(x) = eP2zibF&.(x) and h,(x) = eP’“‘+“J;(x), so that 
S,,Jj(x)=& {e2ni~XHgj(.~)-e~2KillrXHhJ(x)l 
and by using the first inequality in 2.3 with w(x) E 1, 
Ii 
x' C sl,fj(x) > 2 
J I II 
Now, in the case of disjoint intervals (I,}, we also have the trivial 
inequality 
Thus, the operator S((f,),,,) = 2, S,,fi is bounded from L’(1’) to L’ and 
from L’(I’) to WL’. By interpolation, it is bounded from Ly(14) to LY, 
1 <q 6 2, and its adjoint will satisfy 
II S’fll ‘!&PI 6 c, llfll ,!Y (26p<a). 
But a trivial computation shows that the adjoint of S is defined by 
slf= ts,f )jE NT and this proves (b). 1 
2.5. Remarks. A direct proof of 2.3(a) would also be most interesting, 
since the whole result concerning a.e. convergence of Fourier series will 
follow from it by standard techniques of extrapolation and duality. A direct 
proof of the same inequality for Lebesgue measure (i.e., W(X) E 1) would 
also have interest: for such a proof, it is enough to show that the series 
C e2nr~-‘HJ(x) 
converges in measure on every compact set when J$ /I fill, < w (by using a 
theorem of Stein [26]). 
Concerning 2.4(b), simple examples show that the corresponding result 
for p < 2 is false. However, for 2 <p < co, it is an open problem to deter- 
mine whether or not 
ii($ Is,fl’)1’2~~paG Ilfll, 
for every sequence {I,) of disjoint intervals. 
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The vector-valued inequalities which, according to 1.4, can be obtained 
for the maximal partial sum operator or its adjoint, are all contained in the 
weighted inequalities 2.1(b) and 2.3(b), except for the following application 
of 1.4(b) to the operator considered in Theorem 2.3 (we state it after 
replacing e2niq-XHfi(x) by S,,J;(x), by means of the trick used in the last 
corollary). 
2.6. COROLLARY. For arbitrary intervals (I;} and functions (ff), the 
following inequalities are verified when the right-hand side is finite: 
6 C~;i-‘~~(F(~lf:‘x)l)‘)l”dx (1 <s< co). 
If we combine this with the equivalence between weighted and vector- 
valued inequalities (as formulated in [22]), it follows that for each 
u E L”““(R), one can find U E L[;T)Pe such that 
where B=l’ and S((f,)),,, = C, S,,f,. Now, a simple duality argument 
gives 
2.1. COROLLARY. Lt S* denote the maximal partial sum operator, and let 
1 <p<oo. For ach VEL\(R), we canfind VEL,‘&” such that 
j” IS*f(x)~%(x)dxQCn~ If(x V(x)dx. 
Such a result can never be obtained as a particular case of A,-weighted 
inequalities. 
3. SOME RESULTS FOR UMD BANACH SPACES 
We include here statements which are consequences of results in both 
Part II and Part III. Let B be a Banach space with a (normalized) uncon- 
ditional basis (b,), E N. Then, a B-valued measurable function f(x) is the 
same as a sequence of measurable functions (f;(~))~~~ such that 
xjf;(x) b.jE B for every x. If B is reflexive, then the dual basis (b:)j,N is an 
unconditional basis of B*. 
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We mention two results that we shall need. The first one is due to 
J. Bourgain [4]. 
3.1. LEMMA. If BE UMD and has an unconditional basis (b,)jE N, then, 
for every B-valued function f (x) = C,f,(x) b, and,for all 1 <p < co, M’e have 
Observe that this includes the FeffermanStein inequalities [ 111, which 
correspond to B = Iy, 1 < q < co. The second result is an inequality due to 
R. Fefferman and E. M. Stein (see [31] for a proof). 
3.2. LEMMA. There is an absolute constant C > 0 such that the inequalit? 
II 
,f(x) g(x) d,x d C If”(x) Mg(.u) d.x 
holds for every f  E L&,( R”) and every Schu)artz function g wlith g( 0) = 0. 
In fact, one can replace Mg(x) in the right-hand side by the maximal 
Poisson integral of g(x). A consequence of both results is 
3.3. THEOREM. Let T be a sublinear operator in LP( R”), 1 <p < m, such 
that, for every E > 0, 
(Tf )‘(x)G CA, +A\-) (.fEL”). 
If BE UMD and has an unconditional basis (b,),, V, then, the operator p 
defined by 
+W,)=~ Tf,(.v)b, 
is bounded in LP,(R”), 1 <p < XI. 
Proof Given 1 <p < cc and f  (x) = ~,A.(.Y) biE LpS, we define 
F,(x) = I&.(x)1 + f 2C,,k(MM+““” M-f,(x)), 
k=l 
where C,,, is as in Lemma 3.1. Then, MF,(x) d 2C,,,F,(x), and F, satisfies 
a reverse Holder inequality, which implies 
Kf/)‘(.y) G C,M, +Ef;b) d C,M, +,F,(.u) < KC,F,(.u) 
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for some K and E > 0 depending only on C,,,. Now, let us denote by S the 
dense subset of the unit ball of L$, consisting of all functions 
g(x) = c g,(x) b,* > with gj E Y(R”), gj(0) = 0. 
Then, 
= sup 1 J r&(x) g,(x) dx 
RES j 
GsuP C 
gtS .I I 
(Tf,)#(x) Mgj(x) dx 
F,(x) Mgj( x) dx 
6 2KC, llfll L;. CP,.B* > 
where we have used Lemma 3.2 and the fact that Lemma 3.1 can be applied 
to B*. 1 
As a tirst application of this theorem, we have a generalization of both 
Lemma 3.1 and II, Theorem 2.2: 
3.4. COROLLARY. Zf BE UMD and has an uncoditional basis (b;), and ij 
we define 
M,f(x) = sup I@1 *fb)l, 
r>o 
where @E L’(R”) satisfies IV@(x)I < C (xl pn-‘, 
inequalities hold: 
P 
( ’ 
a 
jllx M,f,(-x) b, II 
w(x) dx 
i 
d Cp J” 11 Z,,, h,III w(x) dx 
(b) w ({x: ~~yf@/,(+]) 
< Ct-’ j ~~~l;obj~~Bw(s)d~ 
then, the following 
(we/!,; 1 <p< cc) 
(we‘4,). 
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Proof. First, we observe that M, can be considered as an IX-valued 
singular integral operator with a (D, ) kernel, and therefore 
(M,f)#(x)< C,M,+,f(x) for every E>O (see 1.3(e) and 2.2 in Part II). 
By the previous theorem, we obtain (a) in the case M’(X) = 1. 
Next, we define the space B(Z”) consisting of all double sequences (a;), 
with t ranging over the positive rationals, such that 
and consider a singular integral operator T mapping B-valued functions 
into B(I”)-valued ones as follows: 
f(X)=Cfi(X)bj+ Tf(X)=(@, *fi(-y)). 
Again, T has a kernel satisfying (D,=), and what we have just proved is that 
T is a bounded operator from LpS ro LP,,,,,, for all p > 1. It is a particular 
case of II, Theorem 1.6 that such an operator maps LpB( w) to LP,,,, ,(w) if 
WEAN, 1 <p< co, and L;(w) to WL&,,,(w) if WEA,. 1 
A second application is concerned with the pointwise convergence of 
B-valued Fourier series (or Fourier integrals). If fE L;(R), its partial sum 
operators are 
3.5. COROLLARY. If BE UMD and has an unconditional basis then, for 
every fE L;(R), 1 <p< m, 
lim iIS,f(x)-f(x)IIB=O a.e. 
r- 0 
Proof: Let J’(x) = Cjf;(~~) b, denote an arbitrary function in L;(R). 
Then 
where S, are the ordinary partial sum operators for scalar functions. By the 
Carleson-Hunt theorem, we know that 
lim S,f,( x) =fi(~) 
r - 3- 
a.e. 
so that the corollary holds true for the dense subspace of L;(R) formed by 
all f(x) with a finite number of nonvanishing components f,(.~). Now, by 
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the standard technique for extending a.e. convergence results from a dense 
subspace to the whole Lp, it suffices to prove a maximal inequality 
But we have the trivial majorization 
SUP ll~rf(x)ll B d 
O<r<cc 
where S*(.)=supo<,<, IS,(.)1 and T* is Carleson’s maximal operator. If 
we apply Theorems 2.1(a) and 3.3, we obtain 
for all 1 <p < cc, and this ends the proof. 1 
If B has an unconditional basis (b,);,, and E is an arbitrary Banach 
space, we can define a new space 
B(E)= (ej),,,:ej~E,CIlejlI..b,~B 
i I I 
with the obvious norm. When E = I”, this was already defined in the proof 
of 3.4. A well-known fact, which is implicit in 1.1.4, is that EE UMD 
implies P(E) E UMD, 1 < q < cc. Now, we can go further than this: 
3.6. COROLLARY. With the previous notation 
B(E) E UMD o B E UMD and EEUMD. 
Proof. (+) Obvious: both B and E are isometrically embedded in 
B(E). 
(-=) Every f~LP,(,,, 1 <p < cc, has the form f(x) = (fi(~))~~,,, with 
fiEL%, and for functions in Lp @ B(E), the Hilbert transform 
HBtE’ = HO Id,(,, is defined by 
HB’E!f(-x) = (HEfi(X))jc N> 
where HE is the Hilbert transform acting on E-valued functions. Thus, all 
we have to prove is that, for arbitrary finite sequences (1;) with Ii E Ls( R), 
the inequality 
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holds. But this follows by a repetition of the argument in the proof of 3.3, 
since we know (from II, Theorem 1.3(e), for instance) that 
(HEf)#(x) d C,M, +,.(.u) for all frz L; and E > 0. i 
A different proof of the last corollary (or a more general version of it 
which can be seen in [23]) has been given by J. Bourgain. 
IV. DETAILED PROOFS OF THE GENERAL RESULTS 
Since indications were given to show how the corollaries in Sections 11.1 
and III.2 are derived from previously stated theorems, we only have to 
prove Theorems 1.3, 1.6, and 1.7 in Part II, and Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in 
Part III. 
(A) &weighted Estimates in 111.1.2 
We begin with (b), which is essentially proved in [a]. Given a ball in R”, 
U= U(c; I) with center c and radius r, and denoting by 0 the double ball, 
U= U(c; 2r), it suffices to prove that 
for every SE La supported in U and such that [f(x) d*x=O (see [2, 
Theorem 1 ] ). But, for such a function A 
z-flx)=j CK(x,I’)-K(.u,c)Ji.f(?,)~l, t-x $0) 1, 
and therefore 
which proves (* ). 
The same inequality almost proves (c), since, given an A-atom a(x) with 
supporting cube Q, we let U be the smallest ball containing Q, and 0 as 
above. Then, (*) gives 
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while, by the Leboundedness of T, we also have 
i 0 
ll Ta(x)ll B dx d II TI14.4 ll4l L; CC, IQ1 )l”’ 6 Cona 
Finally, (a) follows from (b) by Marcinkiewicz’ interpolation 
theorem. 1 
(B) Unweighted Estimates in 111.1.3 
We begin by (c), so that we are assuming KE (D:) and B = max(q, r’). 
LetfE L,“(A), and fix x0 E R”. For every ball U centered at x,,, let 0 denote 
the double ball and 
b,:=j W,, Y) .f(y) 4 E B. ?$O 
Then 
(rf)*(xo)Sc,s;~&, j lITfIx)-buIIBdx. u 
Now, we also fix the ball U, and delinef, =fxa, so that 
<+ sup 
J IlNx, Y) - K(x,, ~111 Ilf(.~)ll~ dv XEU ?$U 
G II TII c,.c, llfi II L; I ul ~ “q 
+ sup f {j 
I,lr 
IIEc(x, Y) - K(,G, Y)II’ 4 llf(~W’ 4 
rSUk=l Sk(.LYO) 
6 2”“’ IITI14,Y ~,f(%) + f ckMr’f(xO) 
k=l 
d Pn” II TII y.q + K(K)) M/JIxcJ 
Thus, (c) is proved, and we observe that. (b) is a particular case 
corresponding to /I = co. Finally, (a) follows by Marcinkiewicz’ inter- 
polation theorem applied to the sublinear operator f- (11 Tfll B)#, which is 
bounded from LP,(R”) to LP(R”) when p = q (by hypothesis) and when 
p= cc (due to (b)). 1 
(C) Weighted Inequalities in Part III 
The weighted inequalities contained in III, Theorem 1.3 are now very 
easy: Suppose that KE (D:) and fl= max(q, r’), so that 1.3(c) holds, and 
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take N’EAPIB with p<p< 00. For every m > 0, the weight 
w,(x) =inf(w(x), m) belongs to A,,I( with uniformly bounded Ap,,P- 
constant. Thus, if ,fE Lp (A), we have 
i‘ M( II Tfll B)(x)p W,(X) d-x d mC, I II Tf(x)ll g d.x -c cci 
by 1.3(a). Since w, E A ~, we are allowed to invoke the weighted version of 
the equivalence between the Lp-norms of a function and its sharp maximal 
function (see [12, 161) 
s I/ Tf(-x)llS I’, dx< C,,, s (II TfllB)# (x)~ w,(x) dx 
6 C;,,. 
I 
M,J(x)~ w,(x) dx 
and since all the constants are independent of m, we let m + cc to obtain 
the result. 
NOW, we shall prove 1.2(d) by a duality argument. We can assume 
q < CC (due to 1.2(a) which we have already proved), and it is enough to 
prove the weighted inequality for functions ,f~ Lp( W) @ A, i.e., 
.0-x) = f f;(x) a1 (,f,~L~(w);u~~ A) 
,= I 
since these are dense in L:(W). Every such function takes values in a tinite- 
dimensional subspace A, of A. Thus, we fix A, and define 
I&,(.X, 1’) E P’(A,, B) as the restriction of K(x, ~3) to A,. 
Similarly, T,, is the restriction of T to L&(F). Then, K, is .the kernel 
associated to To. Now, since Lqg’. is isometrically contained in (LY,)*, and 
L$; = (L&)*, we can consider the adjoint of To as a bounded operator 
Computing 
T,* : Ly,‘,( R”) + L”k;;( R”). 
for arbitrary functions SE L;?(A,) and gE LcX(B*) with supp(f)n 
sup(g) = 0, .one easily finds that 
T,* g(x) = [ k,(-~, .v) g(v) & c-u 4 supp(g)), 
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where &(x, v) = K,(y, x)*. Thus, D:(&) = D,(K,) 6 D,(K), and we can 
apply Theorem 1.3 to T,*, obtaining 
for all wEASIP, PCS< co, with j?=max(q’, Y’). By duality, 
and the constant is independent of the subspace A,, so that we can replace 
To by T and II. IlAo by II. IlAy now letting f be an arbitrary function in 
L~(w’ -“‘). Writing p = s’, o(x) = w(x)’ -“, the last inequality holds for 
1 <p < /?’ = min(q, r) = c( and w  E A$ = A;‘, as stated in the theorem. 
Only 1.2(e) remains to be proved under the assumption W(X)” E A,. In 
particular, we have w  E A,, and this implies that the usual Calderon 
Zygmund argument can be applied (as in [2, Theorem l] to obtain the 
weak type (1, 1) inequality with respect to the measure w(x) d.x, provided 
that the following two facts hold: 
Ehct I. For some p > 1 and for all fE LpA(w) n Lp,(R”) 
j- II V-(x)ll: w(x) dx 6 C j” Ilf(x)ll”, 4-x) dx. 
Fact II. For every fe L!,,(P) n La(w) supported in the bail U and such 
that jf(x) d.x = 0, we have 
I R”~ B II Tf(x)ll B w(-x) dx G C Ju Ilft-~)I1 A w(x) dx. 
First, we observe that We’ satisfies a reverse Holder inequality, from 
which it follows that w  E A;’ for some p > 1 close enough to 1. Then, Fact I 
follows from the inequality 1.2(d), which we have already proved. On the 
other hand, Fact II is a weighted analogue of the inequality (*) needed in 
the proof of 1.2(b), and we proceed as we did there, writing the left-hand 
side as 
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where c denotes the center of U and 
ok(Y)= J‘ i 
I/r 
I i, 
I/r’ 
IlK(-x, .v) -m c)ll’ dx M’(x)~’ dx 
S!LV.C) s!J r’.r 1 
I I?-’ 
d ck ISk(.Y, c)l ~-I w(x)” dx 
6 Const C~ M,. W( .r). 
Since Ck ck = D,(K) < co and w(.x)~‘EA, (because r’ GE’) the proof is 
ended. 1 
(D) General Results in Part II 
Almost all the statements contained in the theorems of Section II.1 are a 
consequence of the results in Part III that we have just proved. In fact, for 
convolution kernels. KE (D,) o KE (D:), so that the whole Theorem 11.1.3 
is a particular case of the first three statements of Theorems 111.1.2 and 
111.1.3, with the only observation that we can apply 111.1.3(c) with /l= r’, 
because the operator T is now bounded in Lp for all 1 <p < LO, so that q 
can be chosen such that 1 <q < r’. 
In proving 11.1.6, we can limit ourselves to the weighted inequality 
II Tf II LpB(,,.) 6 C/AM’) Ilf llLP,,w, (**) 
and the corresponding weak type estimate for p = 1, since the extension to 
I”(A), I”(B) with 1 < s < a3 is carried out exactly as in II, Corollary 1.4. 
Now, if KE (D,) = (D:), the same observation made above shows that (**) 
holds when w  E A,,. , r’ <p < co, as a consequence of 111.1.3. To reach the 
end point p= r’, we use interpolation: Given w  E A,, we know that 
w’+~E A, c A,,,. for all p > r’, and thus, 
II Tf lI+l+~l G C,., llf II LP,(,J+‘) (r’ <p < m) 
and 
II Tf II Lp,CR”, G c, llf II Lp,CR~C 
Both together imply (**) for p = r’. 
(1 <p<r’). 
Similarly, we prove that (**) holds when w  E Ai and 1 <p d r by now 
using III, Theorem 1.2 (and interpolation for the end point p = r). Con- 
cerning the weak type estimate, given KE (D,) with 1 <r < co, we can 
choose q in the application of 111.1.2 such that r < q < ‘x), and then c( = 
min(q, r) = r, which means that T satisfies a weak type (1, 1) inequality with 
respect to w(x) dx provided that We’ E A,. 
Finally, we shall indicate why Theorem 11.1.7 is true. The three assertions 
contained in that theorem are the same as those moved in 111.1.2 as a con- 
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sequence of the Lq-boundedness of T and the inequality (*). But a review of 
the proof of (*) shows that the only condition on K(x, y) really needed is 
For convolution kernels, it suffices to take c=O, and this is exactly the 
condition imposed in 11.1.7. 1 
(E) Remarks 
Except for some minor details, the proofs given above reproduce well- 
known arguments which the reader can find in [2,9, 183, etc. As a rule, we 
have not pursued the greatest generality, but, rather we have presented 
results which are reasonably simple to state, and always with an eye to 
their immediate applications. Thus, some statements can be improved 
according to one’s needs. We mention here two such possible 
improvements: 
(i) The definition of (D,) and (D;) for two-variable kernels can be 
weakened (in the spirit of II, Theorem 1.7) without affecting the general 
results. Thus, we say that KE weak-(D,) if there exists { ck} E 1’ such that 
ii 
sk(“-, II{%?+K(x, d} d’,dx “r<ck iskb, z)l -1’r’ iidi~ 
3,. I 
for all k > 1 and a E A. Of course, KE weak-(L):) when K’(x, y) = K(y, x) is 
weak-(L),). Then, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 of Part III remain true after replac- 
ing in the statements he conditions (D,) and (D:) by their weak versions. 
The proofs are essentially the same. 
(ii) In the weighted inequalities contained in 111.1.2 (resp. 111.1.3), the 
end point p = CI (resp. p = p) can be reached provided that we are allowed 
to take q > r (resp. q < r’). The argument to prove this is by interpolation, 
exactly as in the translation-invariant case. 
(iii) After this paper was written, the first author was able to settle in 
the affirmative the open question formulated in 111.2.5. The proof, which 
will appear elsewhere, uses the improvement (i) described above, the 
crucial step consisting in showing that a certain Hilbert space-valued kernel 
K(x, y) is weak-(&). 
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